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A theory of a strainedp-Ge resonant-state THz laser is developed. A comprehensive study of the processes
leading to the stimulated THz emission in strainedp-Ge under an electric field applied is presented. The
distribution functions of light and heavy holes are found. The scattering by optical and acoustic phonons, as
well as resonant scattering by charged impurities are taken into account. The steady-state hole distribution
functions are used to calculate the generation-recombination coefficients which enter into the system of rate
equations for the localized states populations. The populations of localized and resonant acceptor states are
found. The conditions for population inversion are investigated. The optical gain calculation is carried out
taking into account main optical transitions in the THz spectrum range.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The spectral region between 1 and 20 THz remains the
area of intensive research during the last two decades. THz
radiation delivers important information on processes in sol-
ids, outerspace, biological objects, and can be used for medi-
cal imaging.1–4 Up to very recent, available sources of the
THz radiation included CO2-pumped molecular or Raman
gas lasers,5 free electron lasers, backward-wave oscillators
(BWO’s), and Schottky diode multipliers,6 p-Ge hot-hole la-
sers under simultaneously applied electric and magnetic
fields.7,8 Another approach for generation of the pulsed THz
radiation was based on ultrafast carrier and phonon relax-
ation in semiconductors and superconductors, as well as in
nonlinear crystals under intensive femtosecond
excitation.9–11 Some attempts were made to utilize nonlinear
photomixing of two infrared or optical pulses.12,13 All these
sources were either technically complicated or limited in
power. Moreover, main part of them could not produce tun-
able coherent cw radiation at frequencies above 1.5 THz.
Thus, many possible applications of the THz radiation have
been hampered by the lack of compact, low-consumption,
tunable, solid-state terahertz sources.

Recently, the activity towards the quantum cascade THz
laser (QCL) on the basis of SiGe/Si and III-V heterostruc-
tures has been started14–18and AlGaAs/GaAs QC THz laser
has been fabricated.19

Very promising from an application point of view is the
strainedp-Ge THz laser,20 which gives possibility to tune
THz emission wavelength by applied stress. Breakthrough in
the development of such a source is related with demonstra-
tion of the first widely tunable cw strainedp-Ge THz laser.21

In result of this work, a new type of solid state lasers,
namely, a resonant-state laser(RSL), has been developed.
The mechanism of operation of the strainedp-Ge resonant-
state laser is the following. In strainedp-Ge the valence band
top, as well as acceptor levels, are split. At sufficiently large
stress, the level split off from the ground state enters the

continuum of the valence band and becomes resonant. In an
external electric field, localized states are depopulated due to
impact ionization, while the resonant states are filled by
holes due to coupling with the states of the valence band
continuum. As a result, the intracenter population inversion
can be formed and the THz stimulated emission occurs via
optical transitions between the resonant and localized accep-
tor states. The idea of the resonant-state laser can be realized
in a variety of systems. For example, in lattice mismatched
Si/Si1−xGex/Si quantum wells delta doped with boron the
combined effect of confinement and internal strain results in
the splitting of the acceptor levels and formation of acceptor
resonant states, similar to those in strainedp-Ge. Recently, a
SiGe single QW resonant-state laser has also been
realized.22,23 Despite the lower power of the emission of the
SiGe RSL in comparison with the AlGaAs/GaAs QCL, one
should take into account that the active region of the RSL in
Ref. 22 consists of only one QW and the structure itself is
much simpler to fabricate.

The mechanism of operation of thep-Ge RSL is sche-
matically shown in Fig. 1. Processes, which should be stud-
ied to understand the laser operation, are the resonant state
formation, hole transport and resonant state population, im-
pact ionization of the localized acceptor states and their
populations, rates of possible optical transitions with ener-
gies in the THz range. Several theoretical papers were de-
voted to the analysis of the strainedp-Ge RSL. The forma-
tion of acceptor resonant states and their characteristics such
as energy position, lifetime, resonant scattering, and capture
amplitudes were studied.24–26 Transport of free holes in an
external electric field in the presence of the resonant scatter-
ing was considered and hole distribution function and reso-
nant state population was calculated in Ref. 27 However, no
calculations of the impact ionization rates, the localized state
populations and the optical gain in the THz frequency range
have been performed so far to eventually proof that THz
lasing is possible from such a system. In this paper we
present an extended theoretical analysis of the strained
p-Ge RSL.
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Background information about valence band in strained
semiconductors and the resonant acceptor states is given in
Sec. II and Appendix A. The distribution function of the light
and heavy holes in the presence of the electric field will be
found in Sec. III as a solution to Boltzmann equation. The
effect of scattering of holes by optical and acoustic phonons,
as well as the resonant scattering by impurity states will be
included into the calculations. Then, in Sec. IV a consider-
ation of impact ionization of the localized acceptor states by
the electric field will be done to find both, the resonant states
and localized states steady state populations, and to clear out
conditions(electric field and stress values) for the formation
of the intracenter population inversion. Steady state popula-
tion of the localized acceptor states is established in result of
exchange by holes between localized acceptor and valence
band states, therefore the population depends on the distribu-
tion function of holes in the valence band. However, the
steady state distribution of the light and heavy holes is
formed during the time much shorter than the time of the
formation of the steady state population of the localized
states.28 Therefore, the steady state hole distribution function
found in Sec. III will be used to calculate generation-
recombination(GR) coefficients, which appear in the rate
equations for the localized states populations. These rate
equations will include processes of thermal capture of holes
by the localized impurity states, thermal emission of holes
from the localized impurity states, processes of impact ion-
ization of the localized states by free holes, and reverse Au-
ger processes. Finally in Sec. V calculation of optical gain

will be carried out, taking into account main optical transi-
tions with energies in THz spectrum range. The paper could
serve as a guidance for optimization of the strainedp-Ge
RSL THz laser and for development of another types of
RSL’s.

II. VALENCE BAND OF STRAINED CUBIC
SEMICONDUCTORS AND ACCEPTOR RESONANT

STATES

In terms of the Bloch basisu±3/2,±1/2 of G8
+ irreducible

representation of the double point groupŌh, the Luttinger
Hamiltonian operator describing the valence band states un-
der an uniaxial stressP alongz axis (parallel to[001] crystal
axis) has the form

ĤLsk̂,zd =
"2

2m03
â+ − 2g1z b̂ ĉ 0

b̂* â− 0 ĉ

ĉ* 0 â− − b̂

0 ĉ* − b̂* â+ − 2g1z
4 s1d

with the matrix elements

â+ = − sg1 − 2g2dk̂z
2 − sg1 + g2dsk̂x

2 + k̂y
2d,

â− = − sg1 + 2g2dk̂z
2 − sg1 − g2dsk̂x

2 + k̂y
2d,

b̂ = 2Î3g3sk̂x − ik̂ydk̂z,

ĉ = 0.5Î3sg2 + g3dsk̂x − ik̂yd2, s2d

whereg1=13.38,g2=4.24,g3=5.69 are the Luttinger param-
eters, andz is related to the split of the valence band topEdef
and to the deformation potentialad by Edef=adP
="2zg1/m0. For Ge stressed along[001] axis, ad equals to

5.5 meV/kbar. Herek̂ is the momentum operator. We have
adopted cylindrical approximation for the Luttinger Hamil-
tonian.

The energy spectrum of the valence band of strained Ge
and corresponding eigenfunctions in theG8

+ basis are given
by

«k
l,h = −

"2

2m0
fg1z + g1sk'

2 + kz
2d 7 Îg1

2z2 + 2g1g2zsk'
2 − 2kz

2d + sg2
2 + 3gc

2dk'
4 + 4g2

2kz
4 − 4sg2

2 − 3gc
2dk'

2 kz
2g s3d

FIG. 1. The mechanism of operation of thep-Ge RSL
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and

ck
l,+1/2=

1

Nl

eikr

ÎV3
− b

d+
l

0

− c*
4, ck

l,−1/2=
1

Nl

eikr

ÎV3
− c

0

d+
l

b*
4 ,

ck
h,+3/2=

1

Nh

eikr

ÎV3
d−

h

− b*

− c*

0
4, ck

h,−3/2=
1

Nh

eikr

ÎV3
0

− c

b

d−
h
4 ,

d+
l = a+ −

2m0«k
l

"2 − 2g1z, d−
h = a− −

2m0«k
h

"2 ,

Nl
2 = ubu2 + ucu2 + ud+

l u2,

Nh
2 = ubu2 + ucu2 + ud−

hu2. s4d

The energy of holes is counted from the top of the LH band,
according to Fig. 1.

In the presence of a charged acceptor, one should com-
plete the Luttinger Hamiltonian with the Coulomb potential
term

Vcsr d = −
e2

kr
Î , s5d

wheree is the electron charge,k is the dielectric constant,

and Î is the unit matrix. An approximation for the localized
impurity states attached to the light hole band, as well as for
the localized part of the resonant states, attached to the heavy
hole band, can be obtain as an eigensolution to the
Schrödinger equation

fĤL
d + Vcsr dgfsr d = «fsr d, s6d

whereĤL
d is the diagonal part of the Luttinger Hamiltonian in

Eq. (1). This approximation corresponds to the high stress
limit, when the light and the heavy hole bands are effectively
decoupled.24,31 In this limit, the localized states attached to
the light hole band can be characterized by the total angular
momentum projection at theG point equal tom= ±1/2, and
those attached to the heavy hole band bym= ±3/2. In addi-
tion, these states are characterized by the projection of the
orbital angular momentumlz and parityi. As wave functions
of the ground s1sd localized state characterized by
m= +1/2,lz=0,i = +1 and the uppest(see Fig. 1) s1s, resd
resonant state characterized bym= +3/2, lz=0,i = +1 we
adopt the most commonly used variational functions32

w1s,res
+3/2 sr d =

1
Îpa2b

exp−Îr2/ares
2 +z2/bres

2 3
1

0

0

0
4 ,

w1s
+1/2sr d =

1
Îpa2b

exp−Îr2/a2+z2/b23
0

1

0

0
4 . s7d

As a wave function of the first exciteds2p1d localized state,
characterized bym= +1/2,lz= ±1,i = +1, we adopt the fol-
lowing variational function:

w2p1
+1/2sr d =

1
Îpc4d

re±ifexp−Îr2/c2+z2/d23
0

1

0

0
4 . s8d

The indexm= +3/2, +1/2shows here which of theG8
+ basis

states gives contribution to the impurity state wave function.
The parameters of the wave functionsares,bres,a,b,c,d and
the corresponding energies of the states are found from
variational solution of Eq.(6) and are given in Table I. The
energies«1s, «2p1, and«1s,res are measured from the extrema
of the light and heavy hole bands, correspondingly. Note,
that all the energy levels have additional twofold degeneracy
in respect to the sign ofm.

We construct the resonant state wave function in the form

Ck
+1/2 = ck

+1/2 + o
m=±3/2

ak
+1/2,mw1s,res

m sr d

+ o
k8,m8=±1/2

tkk8
+1/2,m8

«k
l − «k8

l + ig
ck8

m8sr d, s9d

whereg→0. Capture and scattering amplitudes entering into
Eq. (9) were derived in Ref. 26 using combined Fano-Dirac
approach and are given by the equations

ak
+1/2,m =

1
ÎV

1

«k
l − s«1s,res− Edef + DEkd + iG/2

Ak
+1/2,m,

s10d

tk·k8
+1/2,+1/2= −

Ṽk8k
+1/2,+1/2

V
−

Wk8
ÎV

"2

2m0

d+
l

Nlsk8d
fb*sk8dak

+1/2,+3/2

+ csk8dak
+1/2,−3/2g,

TABLE I. Energies and variational parameters for localized and
resonant states.

Level Energy, meV Variational parameters, Å

1s 4.22 a=95.0,b=13.0

2p1 1.19 c=178.0,d=235

1s, res 4.37 ares=117.0,bres=74.9
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tk·k8
+1/2,−1/2= −

Ṽk8k
−1/2,+1/2

V
−

Wk8
ÎV

"2

2m0

d+

Nlsk8d
fc*sk8dak

+1/2,+3/2

− bsk8dak
+1/2,−3/2g. s11d

Expression forAk
+1/2,m and for the matrix elements are given

in Appendix A. Expressions forDEk and Gk have been de-
rived in Ref. 26. The first terms in the expressions(11) for

tkk8
m,m8 describe elastic scattering by ionized impurities in Born

approximation. One can see from Eq.(10) that the hybrid-
ization of the continuum light hole states and the resonant
s1s, resd state results in the shift of the resonance position
from «1s,resby DEk, which is a function ofk. Gk has meaning
of the resonance width. The energyE0 of the impurity in-
duced resonance in the light hole band can be defined as a
solution to the equation

E0 + Edef − «1s,res− DEsE0d = 0. s12d

The results of such procedure were presented in Ref. 26.
Then, one can take the value of theGk at the resonance
energyE0 as the resonance width.

Probabilities of capture into the resonant state and elastic
resonant scattering are given by the equations26

Wkr = uak
+1/2,+3/2u2 + uak

+1/2,−3/2u2,

Wk·k8
res =

2p

"
sutres,k·k8

+1/2,+1/2u2 + utres,k·k8
+1/2,−1/2u2dds«k

l − «k8
l d, s13d

wheretres,k·k8
m,m8 are the resonant scattering amplitudes given by

the second terms oftk·k8
m,m8 [see Eq.(11)]. The probabilities in

Eq. (13) can be presented in the form

Wkr =
16pares

2 bres

V

S e2

k0ares
D2

s«k
l − E0d2 + G2/4

wskd,

Wk·k8
res =

2p

"

210spares
2 bresd2

V2

"4

4m0
2ares

4 w̃skdhsk8d

3

S e2

k0ares
D2

s«k
l − E0d2 + G2/4

ds«k
l − «k8

l d, s14d

where wskd, w̃skd, and hsk8d are dimensionless functions
which describe angular dependencies of the probabilities.
These functions are given by

wskd =
S e2

k0ares
D−2

16pares
2 bres

suAk
+1/2,+1/2u + uAk

+1/2,−1/2ud2,

w̃skd = wskdsares
2 d+

l d2,

hsk8d =
ubsk8du2 + ucsk8du2

Nl
2sk8d

1

f1 + skz8bresd2 + sk'8 aresd2g2

s15d

and are shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2(a) one can see that the
capture into the resonant state is absent when perpendicular
to thez axis component of the hole momentum is zero, i.e.,
when the hole moves along the stress axis. In this case, hole
states in the light hole band[Eq. (4)] have no contribution
from the basis statesu±3/2 and cannot be coupled with the
resonant statesw1s,res

±3/2 sr d. One should mention that the com-
plete expressions for the scattering amplitudes in Eq.(10)
includes also scattering by ionized acceptors in addition to
the resonant scattering. Thus, the total scattering probability

Wk·k8 obtained from thetk·k8
m,m8 in a way similar to Eq.(13)

also includes both types of impurity scattering.

III. KINETICS OF HOLES IN THE VALENCE BAND

In general, behavior of holes in the presence of an exter-
nal electric fieldE directed alongz axis should be described

within the density matrix formalismrk
mm8, because of strong

spin-orbit interaction, which results in mixing of the degen-
erate valence band states. However, it was shown in Ref. 25,
that the equation for the density matrix can be reduced to the
Boltzmann kinetic equations for the sum of diagonal ele-
ments of the density matrix

fk
l = rk

+1/2+1/2+ rk
−1/2−1/2,

fk
h = rk

+3/2+3/2+ rk
−3/2−3/2, s16d

which give the total population of both degenerate states in
each band at givenk. It was also derived in Ref. 25 that in
Born approximation the scattering term in the equation for
the density matrix can be converted into the standard colli-
sion integral, which involves the distribution functions de-
fined by Eq.(16). This is also valid for the resonant impurity
scattering, which appears beyond the Born approximation,
provided that the concentration of scattering centers is low
enough to consider each scattering event independently.
Thus, in the presence of an external electric field directed
along thez axis, both acoustic and optical phonon scattering,
as well as resonant impurity scattering, the total occupation
probabilities of the lightfk

l and heavyfk
h hole band states

should be found from the following coupled Boltzmann ki-
netic equations:

eE
"

] fk
l

] kz
= SVNAo

k8

Wlk,lk8fk8
l − VNAfk

l o
k8

Wlk8,lkDdl,l

+ o
l8=l,h;k8

fk8
l8Wlk,l8k8

m,± − fk
l o

l8=l,h;k8

Wl8k8,lk
m,± , s17d

where l= l ,h denotes light and heavy hole bands,m
=ac, opt denotes scattering mechanisms,Wlk,l8k8

ac,± is the
probability of inelastic scattering with emissions+d and ab-
sorptions−d of acoustic phonons,Wlk,l8k8

opt is the probability
of scattering due to emission of optical phonons, andNA is
the concentration of acceptors.Wlk,lk8 are the full probabili-
ties of elastic scattering. We have adopted the cylindrical
approximation for the energy spectrum of the valence band,
therefore the dispersion relations given by Eq.(3) depends
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only on kz andk'=Îkx
2+ky

2 components of the hole momen-
tum in the coordinate system withz axis along the stress
direction. Nevertheless, the distribution functionsfk

l, in gen-
eral, depend on all three components ofk, because the prob-
abilities of scattering due to interaction with acoustical
phonons depend on the difference between polar anglesf
andf8 of momentak andk8. To neglect dependencies of the
distribution functions on the polar angles, we integrate the
kinetic equations in Eq.(17) over f, introducing average
distribution functions

f̄ kzk'

l =
1

2p
E

0

2p

fk
ldf, s18d

which only depend onkz and k'. In result, the system of
kinetic equations in Eq.(17) takes the form

eE
"

] f̄ kzk'

l

] kz
= SNA

V2

s2pd2E E k'8 dk'8 dkz8W̄lkzk',lkz8k
'8

f̄ kz8k
'8

l

− NA
V2

s2pd2 f̄ kzk'

l E E k'8 dk'8 dkz8W̄lkz8k
'8 ,lkzk'

Ddl,l

+
V

s2pd2 o
l8=l,h

E E k'8 dk'8 dkz8W̄lkzk',l8kz8k
'8

m,± f̄ kz8k
'8

l

− f̄ kzk'

l V

s2pd2 o
l8=l,h

E E k'8 dk'8 dkz8W̄lkz8k
'8 ,l8kzk'

m,± ,

s19d

whereW̄
lkzk',l8kz8k

'8
m,± are the scattering probabilities averaged

either overf or f8 scattering probabilities. Such averaging
is possible due to dependence of the scattering probabilities
only on the difference betweenf andf8. From now on we

FIG. 2. (a) Angular dependence of the func-
tion wskd. (b) Angular dependence of the func-
tion w̃skd. (c) Angular dependence of the function
hsk8d. Calculations are done for the stress values
of 2 (solid line) and 4 kbar(dashed line). The
value of k used to evaluate these functions at
each angle ofk corresponds to the resonance en-
ergy E0 at given stress value.
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skip the bar in Eq.(19) and denote the averaged distribution
functions byfk

l.
We define the population of the resonant statef r = f r

+1/2

+ f r
−1/2 as the total probability to find a hole in the localized

parts of the degenerated hybrodized statesCk
±1/2, which is

related withfk
l (Refs. 26 and 27)

f r = o
k

Wkr fk
l , s20d

whereWkr is the probability of capture into the resonant state
given by Eq.(14). We assume that Ge sample is doped with
Ga acceptors of concentrationNA=1014 cm−3 and contains
compensating donor impurities of concentrationND
=1012 cm−3. The distribution functionsfkzk'

l , fkzk'

l and the
resonant state populationf r should satisfy the normalization
condition

1

Vo
k

fk
l +

1

Vo
k

fk
h + sND + pdf r = p

or

pl + ph + sND + pdf r = p, s21d

where p is the concentration of holes in the valence band
including holes populating resonant state,pl and ph are the
concentrations of holes in the light and heavy hole bands,
ND+p is the concentration of unpopulated acceptors, which
can capture holes into the resonant states. At this stage the
concentrationp is unknown, because it depends on the popu-
lations of the localized states, which should be found from
the system of rate equations. Therefore, we present distribu-
tion functions in the form

fk
l = Af̃k

l, s22d

whereA is a normalization constant andf̃ kzk'

l are normalized
by the condition

1

s2pd3 E dk̃s f̃k
l + f̃k

hd = Nl + Nh = 1. s23d

Here we have introduced dimensionless momentumk̃ =k /a,
where a=Î2m0"vopt/g1"2 and Eopt="vopt is the optical

phonon energy. Thus, the distribution functionsf̃ kzk'

l can be
obtained from Eqs.(17) completed with the normalization
condition in Eq.(23). When the kinetic equation is solved,
the concentrationspl andph are given by

pl = a3ANl, ph = a3ANh. s24d

From Eqs.(20) and(22) one can obtain normalized reso-

nant state populationf̃ r

f̃ r =
Va3

s2pd3 E d3k̃Wkr f̃k
l . s25d

Taking into account Eqs.(22), (23), and(25), the normal-
ization condition Eq.(21) becomes

a3A + AsND + pd f̃ r = p. s26d

Using Eqs.(24) and (26), one can expressp via pl

p = pl
a3 + NDf̃r

a3Nl − pl f̃ r

. s27d

IV. LOCALIZED STATES POPULATION

The cw operation of the strainedp-Ge THz laser was
realized at electric field values below 10 V/cm, i.e., at volt-
ages just above the impurity breakdown threshold. It was
shown28,29 that the “two-level model”29 for impurity level
structure should be used in order to describe adequately
populations of the impurity levels and S shape of the current
voltage characteristics in the breakdown and post-breakdown
regimes. According to the model, we consider ground impu-
rity level s1sd as a separate level with energy«1, but all the
excited levels are combined into an effective level with en-
ergy«2 and degree of degeneracyg [see Fig. 3(a)]. For shal-
low acceptors the energy distances between the excited states
are very small, therefore one can assume that all these states
have the same population as the effective level with the en-
ergy «2. We also take into account Pool-Frenkel effect, i.e.,
the decrease of the impurity ionization potential by the
amountEE=2se3E /k0d1/2 [see Fig. 3(a)] in the external elec-
tric field E. Thus, as the degree of degeneracyg we will take
the number of excited Coulombic states with ionization en-
ergies larger thanEE multiplied by the degeneracy factor of

FIG. 3. (a) Coulombic impurity in an external electric field and
the “two-level” model.(b) Schematic representation of the “two-
level” model for the impurity level structure and processes deter-
mining populations of the levels 1 and 2.
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each level in respect to angular momentum. Let us introduce
population functions of the groundf1= f1

+1/2+ f1
−1/2 and the

excited f2= f2
+1/2+ f2

−1/2 states according to the relations

f1NA = p1, f2NAg = p2, s28d

where p1 and p2 are the concentrations of impurities with
occupied ground and excited states, correspondingly. These
functions also account for spin degeneracy.

The system of rate equations for thepl ,p1,p2 has the
form28

dpl

dt
= − plsND + pdcE + p2eE + X2p2pl − Y2sND + pdpl

2

+ X1p1pl − Y1sND + pdpl
2,

dp2

dt
= plsND + pdcE − eEp2 − X2p2pl + Y2sND + pdpl

2 + X12plp1

− Y21plp2 −
p2

t12
+ e12p1,

NA − ND = p + p1 + p2, s29d

wherecE is the capture coefficient to the energy level«2 in
the presence of the electric field,eE is the thermal emission
coefficient from the energy level«2 in the presence of the
electric field,e12 is the thermal emission coefficient from the
ground into the excited impurity level,t12

−1 defines the prob-
ability of the transition from the excited into the ground im-
purity level due to emission of acoustic phonon,X1 and X2
are the impact ionization coefficients from the ground and
the excited impurity levels, correspondingly,X12 is the im-
pact ionization coefficient from the ground into the excited
impurity level [see Fig. 3(b)], and Y1, Y2, and Y12 are the
coefficients of the reverse Auger processes. The last equation
is the balance equation, which shows that the total hole con-
centration summed over the band and impurity states is equal
to the number of uncompensated acceptors. At low values of
the electric field, the concentration of light holes is much
large than that of heavy holes, therefore we have assumed
that only light holes contribute to the localized impurity
states population. To calculate GR coefficients we will use a
simplified model of the isotropic and parabolic light hole
band with the effective mass equal to that of the density of
states

mi =
m0

g1 + 2g2
, m' =

m0

g1 − g2
, m= smim'

2 d1/3, s30d

wheremi andm' are the effective masses near the top of the
light hole band parallel and perpendicular to the stress axis.
Correspondingly, we assume the hydrogen level structure of
the impurity center

«n = −
EB

n2 , EB =
me4

2"2k0
2 , s31d

Thus, we get

«1 = − 4.34 meV,

«2 = − 1.08 meV. s32d

The variational calculation of the energies of the localized
acceptor states(see Table I) gives numbers which are very
close to those obtained by Eq.(31).

A. Thermal emission and capture rates

For the thermal emissioneE and capturecE rates we will
use the expressions obtained within the “cascade capture
model” (Ref. 30)

eE = eS1 +
EE
kBT

0.98D−1

eEE/kBT,

e= e−u«2u/kBT 4m

3pl0kBT
S e2

k0"
D3

, s33d

and

cE =
fkzk'

l skz = 0,k' = 0d

pl

4m

3pl0kBT
S e2

k0"
D3S1 +

EE
kBT

0.98D−1

,

s34d

wherefkzk'

l skz=0,k'=0d is the value of the light-hole distri-
bution function at the band top,l0 is the effective length of
hole–acoustic-phonon interaction

l0 =
p"4r

2m5/2mc
1/2ED

2 , s35d

mc
−1=mi

−1/3+2m'
−1/3 is the conductivity effective mass,ED

is the deformation potential for hole–acoustic-phonon inter-
action,r is the crystal density,kB is the Boltzmann constant,
andT is the lattice temperature. The probability of the tran-
sition t21

−1 between the excited«2 and ground«1 s-type im-
purity levels, accompanied by emission of acoustic phonon,
is given by

1

t21
=

s

l0
210ms2

EB

n1
7n2

7

n2
5 − n1

5 , s36d

wheres is the velocity of sound, andn1=1,n2=2.

B. Impact ionization and auger coefficients

The impact ionization coefficientXn from a level n is
defined as28

Xn =
1

pl

V

s2pd3E dkWk,n
i fk

l , s37d

whereWk,n
i is the probability of impact ionization of thenth

impurity level by the electron with momentumk. This prob-
ability is calculated in Appendix C[see Eq.(C6)] and is
given by
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Wk,n
i = 32

aB
3n3

V

EB

"
I1S «k

EB
D , s38d

where the functionI1s«k /EBd is also derived in Appendix C.
One can introduce the impact ionization cross section ac-
cording to the definition(see Fig. 4)

Wk,n
i =

1

V

"k

m
sk

i . s39d

It gives for sk
i the following expression:

sk
i = 16aB

2n3ÎEB

«k
I1S «k

EB
D . s40d

Substitution of Eqs.(22), (38) into Eq. (37) gives the
following expression forXn:

Xn =
A

pl

EB

"

16n3

p2 E
1/n2

`

dS «k

EB
DE

0

p

sin uduÎ «k

EB
f̃k8
l I1S «k

EB
D .

s41d

Auger coefficientsYn are introduced similar to Eq.(37)

Yn =
1

pl
2

V2

s2pd6 E dk8E dk9Wk8,k9
A fk8

l fk9
l , s42d

HereWk8,k9
A is the Auger probability given by

Wk8,k9
A =

2p

"
gno

k
uMk8,k9,ku2ds«k8 + «k9 − «k + u«nud,

s43d

whereMk8,k9,k is also given by Eq.(C2), gn is the degeneracy
factor of the leveln. The impact ionization coefficientXn1n2
from the leveln1 to the leveln2 is defined as

Xn1n2
=

1

pl

V

s2pd3 E dkWk,n1,n2

i fk
l , s44d

where Wk,n1,n2

i is the probability of the corresponding pro-
cess. Calculation ofWk,n1,n2

i is carried out in Appendix C[see
Eq. (C11)]. The cross section of this process is given by

sk,n1,n2

i = 29pgn2

ñ6

n1
3n2

3aB
2ÎEB

«k

Î«8

3J1S «k

EB
,«8D . s45d

Substituting Eq.(C11) into Eq. (44), the following expres-
sion for Xn1n2

is obtained:

Xn1n2
=

A

pl

EB

"

27

p
gn2

ñ6

n1
3n2

3

3E
1/n1

2−1/n2
2

` E
0

p

sin u d u dS «k

EB
DÎ «k

EB

Î«8

3J1S «k

EB
,«8D f̃ kzk'

l . s46d

The coefficient for the reverse Auger process is defined as

Yn1n2
=

1

pl

V

s2pd3 E dk8Wk8,n1,n2

A fk8
l . s47d

The probability of this process can be obtained from Eq.(46)
by replacing Î«8 by Î«k /EB and taking «k /EB=«8+n1

−2

−n2
−2. Then, the corresponding Auger coefficient becomes

Yn1n2
=

A

pl

EB

"

28

p
gn2

ñ6

n1
3n2

3

3E
0

`

d«8E
0

p

sin u d uÎ «k

EB

Î«8J1S «k

EB
,«8D f̃ kzk'

l ,

s48d

«k

EB
= «8 +

1

n1
2 −

1

n2
2 . s49d

C. Solution of the rate equations

We are interested in a steady state solution of the system
of rate equations Eq.(29). By putting time derivative terms
equal to zero and combining three equations in Eq.(29) with
the Eq.(27), we obtain a system of four equations for four
unknown concentrationsp,pl ,p1,p2. This system can be re-
duced to one equation forpl

pl
2sY1 + Y2dsNA − p1 − p2d− plfX1p1 + X2p2 − c«sNA − p1

− p2dg − p2e« = 0, s50d

wherep1, p2, andp are functions ofpl

p1 =
Y1sND + pdpl

2 + sY21pl + t12
−1dsNA − ND − pd

plsX1 + X12 + Y21d + t12
−1 + e12

,

p2 =
− Y1sND + pdpl

2 + splfX1 + X12d + e12gsNA − ND − pd
plsX1 + X12 + Y21d + t12

−1 + e12
,

p = pl
a3 + NDf̃r

a3Nl − f̃ rpl

. s51d

FIG. 4. Cross sections of the impact ionization from the level
n=1 (curve 1), from the leveln=2 (curve 2), from the leveln=1 to
the leveln=2 (curve 3) as a function of hole kinetic energy.
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Thus, at given value of the electric field, the population

functions f̃k
l , f̃k

l are obtained as a solution to the system of
Boltzmann equations(17). Then, the GR coefficients are cal-

culated using the light hole population functionf̃k
l . Finally,

Eq. (50) should be solved to obtain light hole concentration
and, then, the populations of the localized states should be
found from Eq.(28).

One should notice here, that at certain values of the elec-
tric field, Eq. (50) may have multiple solutions. It results in
S-typeI -V characteristics ofp-Ge in the impurity breakdown
regime. This question for unstrainedp-Ge was investigated
in Ref. 28. The specific feature of this regime is that the
population inversion between the excited and ground local-
ized states, i.e.,f2p1. f1s, could be achieved.

Figure 5 shows calculated electric field dependencies of
the localized and the resonant states populations atP
=4 kbar applied along[001] axis. One can see that the popu-
lation of the localized states decreases with increasing of the
electric field while the resonant state population increases.
Starting from the electric field approximately equal to 1
V/cm intracenter population is realized. However, optical
gain at frequency corresponding to the transition between the
resonant and the excited localized state appears only if the
gain due to the intracenter transition is larger than intrava-
lence band absorption at the corresponding energy. This ab-
sorption plays the role of internal loses in the system. Other
absorption mechanisms will be discussed below. At this
point, we can conclude that the net THz gain may be realized
at electric field stronger than 1 V/cm.

V. THZ GAIN

The experimental study of the stimulated emission from
strainedp-Ge was accomplished in Refs. 20 and 21. Analysis
of the experiments showed that the strongest optical transi-
tion takes place between thes1s, resd and 2p1 localized
states. The energy of quantum corresponding to such transi-
tion measured at stress value of 4 kbar equals to 10 meV
provided that the stress is applied along[111] direction.
However, the energy of the quantum derived from the varia-

tional calculations of the binding energies ofs1s, resd and
2p1 localized states at the same value of stress has a value of
21 meV (see Table I). The main reason for such a discrep-
ancy is the central cell potential effect which leads to an
increase of the energy ofs-type states having maximum of
their wave functions at the impurity site. For example, the
experimental value of the binding energy of Ga impurity in
unstrained Ge is 1.5 meV higher than the value given by the
effective mass theory. The resonant acceptor states induced
by a short range potential were studied in Ref. 36. It was
shown, that in opposite to the case of the resonant state in-
duced by the Coulomb potential, the resonant state induced
by the short range potential does not become attached to the
heavy hole band. Instead, it is located in the middle of the
energy gap between the light and the heavy hole bands and,
therefore, its binding energy increases with increasing of the
stress. This shows that one can expect much stronger effect
of the short range part of the total impurity potential on the
lowest resonant state binding energy than on the localized
acceptor states. In this paper for calculation of the gain spec-
trum we take the value ofs1s, resd resonant state binding
energy equal to 12 meV to fit the experimentally measured
value of the energy of the quantum for the above discussed
optical transition, because the exact value of the energy of
quantum determines the value of absorption, and correspond-
ingly, the value of the net gain.

To calculate gain in the THz frequency range, optical
transitions between the states of the light and heavy hole
bands, between the light hole band states and the localized
acceptor states, as well as between the resonant states and
localized acceptor states will be considered. All these optical
transitions can be considered as the intravalence band tran-
sitions. Gain coefficientgs"vd will be a sum of the gain
coefficients due to the intravalence band transitions with the
given energy"v

gs"vd = ghls"vd + gl,1ss"vd + gl,2p1s"vd, s52d

whereghls"vd is the gain coefficient for the heavy-to-light
hole optical transitions,gl,1ss"vd andgl,2p1s"vd are the gain
due to the optical transitions between the light hole states
and 1s and 2p1 levels, correspondingly. The gain coefficient
for the heavy-to-light hole transitions is given by34,35

ghls"vd =
4p2

nrm0
2vc

1

V o
k,

m=±3/2,

m8=±1/2

ukl,k,m8ue · k̂ uh,k,mlu2

3sfk
h,m − fk

l,m8d 3 ds«k
h − «k

l − "vd, s53d

wherec is the speed of light,m0 is the free electron mass,nr
is the refractive index, ande is the polarization vector. Ma-

trix elements of the operatore·k̂ in the G8 basis can be
obtained from the Luttinger Hamiltonian Eq.(1) for un-

strained semiconductors by replacingk̂ik̂j with the following
combinations:

FIG. 5. Electric field dependencies of populations of the local-
ized 1s (dashed line), 2p1 (solid line), and resonant(dot line) states
at P=4 kbar.
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k̂i
2 → seik̂id,

k̂ik̂j → seik̂j + k̂iejd. s54d

Calculation of the light and heavy hole distribution functions
in the presence of the external electric field performed in
Sec. III did not reveal population inversion between the light
and heavy hole band states corresponding to the samek. It
means, that the value ofghl should be negative and it gives
the magnitude of the intravalence band absorption. The cor-
responding optical transitions are the mechanism of losses.
Another mechanisms of losses might be indirect phonon or
impurity assisted optical transitions which occur within the
light or heavy hole bands. Calculation of the absorption co-
efficient due to such transitions should be done within the
second order of the perturbation theory. In what follows, we
will first calculate the value of the THz gain due to first order
transitions and then compare the obtained result with the
estimated value of the absorption coefficient due to the sec-
ond order transitions.

Expressions forgl,1ss"vd andgl,2p1s"vd are similar to Eq.
(53):

gl,1ss2p1ds"vd =
4p2

nrm0
2vc

1

V o
k,n,

m=±1/2,

m8=±1/2

uk1ss2p1d,n,m8uek̂ul,m,klu2

3sfk
l,m − f1ss2p1d,n

m8 d 3 ds«k
l − «1ss2p1d − "vd,

s55d

wheren denotes degenerated localized states in respect to the
orbital angular momentum. In the presence of the resonant
states, one should takeCk

msr d defined by Eq.(9) as the wave
function of the light hole band statesul ,m,kl. This wave
function contains contributions from the localized states
f1s,res

m at energies«k
l close to the resonance energyE0 and

scattered wave, which can be combined with the plane wave.
When the energy of a light hole is far fromE0, Ck

msr d is
reduced to the light hole band states wave function, which is
perturbed only by the elastic Coulomb scattering. Thus, the
matrix elements in Eq.(55) will consist of two terms, which
can be attributed to “band-to-impurity” and “impurity-to-
impurity” types of optical transitions. One should notice
here, that for the transition to 1s localized state, only the first
“planewave-like” term in Eq.(9) gives nonzero contribution
to the matrix element. Contributions from the localized part
and scattered wave vanish due to the selection rule in respect
to parity. As wave functions of the localized 1s and 2p1
states we adopt the variational functions given by Eqs.(7)
and(8). In this work, we are interested only in relation of the
strongest spectral line observed by Altukhovet al. with the
spectral regions characterized by the positive value of the
gain coefficient. Therefore the optical transitions between the
resonant and the other excited localized acceptor states are
excluded from the consideration.

The results of the calculations of the THz gain are shown
in Fig. 6. One can find two regions of positive gain value.
The main peak at the higher energy corresponds to the intra-

center transitions from the lowests1s, resd resonant state into
2p1 excited localized state of the same impurity. The fre-
quency of this peak does not depend on the electric field
strength. The peak at longer wavelength is related to the
band-to-impurity transitions and moves towards the higher
energies with electric field getting stronger, because the dis-
tribution function maximum also moves to the higher energy
region reflecting hole heating effect. The main peak in the
gain spectrum corresponds to the main peak in the spectrum
of stimulated emission measured in Ref. 20. However, no
spectral lines in the low-energy spectral region were ob-
served in these experiments. One possible reason is that the
low energy spectral region does not fall into the sensitivity
band of the detector used in these works.

Thus, the calculations show that the positive net THz gain
due to the optical transitions between thes1s, resd and 2p1
localized states of acceptors in strainedp-Ge can be realized
at stress value of 4 kbar. The magnitude of the gain is about
1 cm−1. However, to make the final conclusion about the
possibility of THz stimulated emission due to the intraimpu-
rity optical transitions in strainedp-Ge doped with boron
acceptors, we should compare the value of the calculated
THz gain with the values of other loss mechanisms. As we
discussed above, the other possible loss mechanisms include
intravalence band absorption due indirect phonon or impurity
assisted transitions. The value of the absorption coefficients
due to such transitions can be calculated by using the
expression37

alosssvd =
nrvp

2gs

csv2 + gs
2d

, s56d

where vp=4pple
2/ smlnr

2d is the plasma frequency, which
corresponds to the carrier concentrationpl in the light hole
band, ml is an approximation for the light hole effective
mass, andgs is the reverse scattering time of light holes due
to interaction with acoustic phonons or ionized impurities.
As a value of the light hole effective mass, we will take the
density of states effective mass given by Eq.(30). The scat-

FIG. 6. Gain spectra for electric field strength 2 V/cm(solid
line) and 3 V/cm(dashed line). The stress applied is 4 kbar.
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tering probabilities due to the interaction with acoustic
phonons and ionized impurities were calculated in Sec. III
and do not exceed values ofgs=1011 s−1. To get an estima-
tion of plasma frequency, we take the concentration of the
light holes equal to that of acceptor impurities. Thus, the
value of the plasma frequency isvp=531011 s−1. Finally,
we obtainaloss=0.013 cm−1 as the maximum value of the
absorption coefficient due to the second order indirect tran-
sitions at the energy of quantum"v=10 meV corresponding
to that of the intracenters1s, res-2p1d transition. This value
is much smaller than the gain due to the first order intra
impurity optical transitions(see Fig. 6), therefore the corre-
sponding mechanisms of losses can be excluded from the
consideration. Another possible mechanism of losses is the
direct lattice absorption. However, in nonpolar crystals such
as Ge, the value of the lattice absorption at the frequency of
2.5 THz is much less than 1 cm−1 and, therefore, can be
neglected.38

The value of the THz gain due to the intracenter optical
transition between the resonant and the excited localized ac-
ceptor states in strainedp-Ge is much larger than that real-
ized inp-Ge THz lasers operating under the external crossed
electric and magnetic fields.7 The cavity losses in both types
of lasers have similar values due to similarity in cavity de-
sign, which utilizes the total internal reflection of the radia-
tion propagating inside the sample.20 Because of this, the
quality factor of the cavity has the value of about 3000–5000
and emitted THz power is mostly limited by the effect of
gain saturation rather than by the cavity losses.

The width of the gain peak shown in Fig. 6 equals to
0.8 meV and originates from the broadening of the resonant
s1s, resd states due to hybridization with the light hole band
states. The calculated value of the line width compares well
with that observed in Ref. 20. Another possible broadening
mechanism is due to the interaction of a hole captured into
the resonant state with an acoustic phonon. However, our
calculations show that the major contribution to the resonant
state life time comes from the hybridization with the band
states. The broadening may also come from the Coulomb
interaction between the holes localized on neighboring im-
purities. For the impurity concentration used in this work, the
average distance between the impurities is in the micrometer
range while the characteristic width of the localized state
wave function is of the order of 100 Å. This shows that the
broadening due to inter impurity interaction can also be ne-
glected when analyzing the spectral linewidth of the THz
stimulated emission observed in Ref. 20. The above de-
scribed analysis unambiguously shows that the gain at THz
frequencies due to intraimpurity optical transitions between
the resonant and localized states in strainedp-Ge was
achieved in the experiments described in the work of Al-
tukhov et al.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have produced a comprehensive theoretical study of
operation of strainedp-Ge RSL. Kinetics of holes in strained
p-Ge under an applied electric field has been studied and
heavy and light hole distribution functions have been found.

Nonequilibrium population of the localized acceptor states
was obtained as a solution to the system of rate equations
within the two-level model for impurity level structure. Con-
ditions for the formation of the intracenter population inver-
sion have been studied as a function of the electric field and
external strain. We have observed that the population inver-
sion is formed in a wide range of the electric field values
and, therefore, could be easily achieved. The net gain from
the sample at the THz frequencies was calculated using the
nonequilibrium hole distribution function and the localized
states population. The possibility to achieve net THz gain in
semiconductors by injection of nonequilibrium carriers into
impurity resonant state has been demonstrated. Peak THz
gain has been calculated for different values of the electric
field and strain.
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APPENDIX A: ACCEPTOR RESONANT STATES

Here we present expressions for the quantities, which
have appeared in Eq.(10) for the scattering and capture am-
plitudes

Ak
+1/2,+3/2= Vk

bk

Nlk
−

1

Vo
k8

bk8Ṽk8k
+1/2,+1/2+ ck8Ṽk8·k

−1/2,+1/2

Nlk8
Wk8,

Ak
+1/2,−3/2= Vk

ck
*

Nlk
−

1

Vo
k8

ck8
* Ṽk8·k

+1/2,+1/2− bk8
* Ṽk8·k

−1/2,+1/2

Nlk8
Wk8,

sA1d

where

Vk = kw1s,ressr duVcsr dueik·rl =
4Îpares

2 brese
2

kares
V1skzbres,k'aresd,

V1skzbres,k'aresd =E
0

`

re−rdrE
0

1

3
cossbreskzrtdJ0saresk'rÎ1 − t2d

Î1 − t2S1 −
bres

2

ares
2 D dt,

Wk = kw1s,ressr dueik·rl
8Îpares

2 bres

f1 + skzbresd2 + sk'aresd2g2 ,
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Ṽk8·k
−1/2,+1/2= Vk8·k

bkck8
* − bk8ck

*

Nlk8Nlk
,

Ṽk8·k
+1/2,+1/2= Vk8·k

bkbk8
* + ck

* ck8 + d+k
l d+k8

l

Nlk8Nlk
,

Vk8·k = ke−ik8·r uVcsr dueik·rl =
4pe2

ksuk8 − k u2 + qs
2d

, sA2d

where

qs = skbTk/4ppe2d−1/2 sA3d

is the screening wave vector, andkb is the Boltzmann con-
stant. The first terms in the expressions given by Eq.(11) for
the scattering amplitudes, describe the scattering due to Cou-
lomb interaction with ionized impurities in the Born approxi-
mation and the second terms describe the resonant scattering.
Expressions for the energy level shiftDEk and resonance
width Gk are given by

DE = −
1

8p3 E d3k8

S "2

2m0
d+sk8d − DED "2

2m0
d−sk8d

"2

2m0
fa+sk8d + a−sk8dg + 2«k8

Wk8
2

−
1

8p3PE d3k8

S "2

2m0
d+sk8d − DED "2

2m0
d−sk8d

"2

2m0
fa+sk8d + a−sk8dg + 2«k8

3
Wk8Vk8

«1s,res− Edef + DE − «k8
,

G

2
= −

1

8p2 E d3k8

S "2

2m0
d+sk8d − DeD "2

2m0
d−sk8d

"2

2m0
fa+sk8d + a−sk8dg + 2«k8

3Wk8Vk8ds«k8 + Edef − «1s,res− DEd.

APPENDIX B: SCATTERING PROBABILITIES

The theory of scattering by acoustic and optical phonons
in strained semiconductors was formulated by Bir and
Pikus,33 and their results will be used here. The transition
probability per unit time from thek Bloch state in thel band
to the k8 Bloch state in thel8 band accompanied by the
emission or absorption of acoustic phonon of frequencyvq,n
is given by

Wlk,l8k8
ac,± =

p

"
o
q,n
1"Snq,n +

1

2
±

1

2
D

2rvq,nV
2

3o
m,m8

ukl8m8k8uHacsqndulmklu2

3dq,±sk−k8dds«k8
l8 − «k

l ± "vq,nd, sB1d

wherer is the mass density of the system,q is the phonon
wave vector,n the polarization, andnq,n is the number of
phonons. In the sum,m= ±1/2 denotes the degenerated light
hole band statessl ,l8= ld, andm= ±3/2 does the same for
the degenerated heavy hole band statessl ,l8=hd. The sign
“+” corresponds to the emission and “−” to the absorption of
acoustic phonons. The explicit matrix form of the electron-
acoustic phonon interaction HamiltonianHacsqnd can be
found in Ref. 23.

Similarly, for the scattering by optical phonons, the tran-
sition probability per unit time has the form33

Wlk,l8k8
opt =

p

"
S "

2rvoptV
D o

s,m,m8

ukl8m8k8uHoptsesdulmklu2ds«k8
l8

− «k
l − "voptd, sB2d

wherees is the polarization vector. Again, the expression of
the electron-optical phonon interaction HamiltonianHoptsesd
is given in Ref. 33.

APPENDIX C: IMPACT IONIZATION PROBABILITIES

The probability of impact ionization from an impurity
level n to a Bloch statek is given by

Wk,n
i =

2p

"
o
k8,k9

uMk,k8,k9u
2ds«k − u«nu − «k8 − «k9d, sC1d

where

Mk,k8,k9 = kk9,k8uV̂csr 1 − r 2dun,kl, sC2d

andV̂sr 1−r 2d is the operator of the screened Coulomb inter-
action between two holes. Calculation of the matrix element
in Eq. (C2) gives

Mk,k8,k98ÎpaB
3n3

V

4pe2

k

1

V

1

suk8 − k u2 + qs
2d

3
1

s1 + aB
2n2uk8 − k + k9u2d2 . sC3d

Now we substitute Eq.(C3) into Eq. (C1) and integrate over
polar angles of the momentak9 andk8, thus introducing the
function Js«k ,«8 ,«9d
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Js«k,«8,«9d =E
0

p

du8
sin u8

sqs
2aB

2 + aB
2uk8 − k u2d2

3E
0

p

du9
sin u9

s1 + aB
2n2uk8 − k + k9u2d4

=E
−1

1 dx8

fqs
2aB

2 + fsx8dg2

1

3B

sA + Bd3 − sA − Bd3

sA + Bd3sA − Bd3 ,

sC4d

where

fsx8d = «8 +
«k

EB
− 2Î«8

«k

EB
x8,

A = 1 +n2f«9 + fsx8dg,

B = 2n2Î«9Îfsx8d. sC5d

Integrating over energies, one can get

Wk,n
i = 32

aB
3n3

V

EB

"
I1S «k

EB
D , sC6d

where

I1S «k

EB
D =E

0

«k/EB−1/n2

Î«8Î«9Js«k,«8,«9dd«8,

«9 =
«k

EB
−

1

n2 − «8. sC7d

Substituting Eq.(C6) into Eq. (37) and integrating over the
energy«k, the final expression for the impact ionization co-
efficient Xn is obtained in the form given by Eq.(41).

The probability of impact ionization from a localized im-
purity level n1 to a localized impurity level leveln2 is given
by

Wk,n1,n2

i =
2p

"
gn2o

k8

uMk,k8,n1,n2
u2ds«k − u«n1

u − «k8 − u«n2
ud,

sC8d

where the matrix element can be obtained in the form

Mk,k8,n1,n2
= kn2,k8uV̂csr 1 − r 2dun1,kl

=8
1

V

n3̃

În1
3n2

3

4pe2

k

1

suk8 − k u2 + qs
2d

3
1

s1 + aB
2ñ2uk8 − k u2d2 ,

ñ−1 = n1
−1 + n2

−1, sC9d

wheregn2
is the degeneracy factor of the leveln2. Integrating

the matrix element in Eq.(C9) over polar angle ofk8, we
introduce functionJ1s«k /EB,«8d

J1s«k,«8d =E
0

p

du8
sin u8

sqs
2aB

2 + aB
2uk8 − k u2d2

3
1

s1 + aB
2ñ2uk8 − k u2d4

=E
−1

1 dx8

fqs
2aB

2 + fsx8dg2

1

f1 + ñfsx8dg2 .

sC10d

Substituting Eq.(C9) into Eq. (C8) and integrating over the
energy«k8 the following expression forWk,n1,n2

i is obtained

Wk,n1,n2

i = 210pgn2

ñ6

n1
3n2

3

aB
3

V

EB

"
Î«8J1S «k

EB
,«8D ,

«8 =
«k

EB
−

1

n1
2 −

1

n2
2 . sC11d

Substituting Eq.(C11) into Eq. (44) and integrating over the
energy«k, the final expression for the impact ionization co-
efficient Xn1,n2

is obtained in the form of Eq.(46).
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